ESOL – Ford
Who did it? Ice-breaker Activity

Directions: Using the phrase “Have you ever...?”, find at least one person in the class who has done each of the activities listed below. You can only ask each person ONE question at a time; however, you can ask a person another question after you have asked someone else a question.

1. been to Texas on the mainland U.S.

2. acted in a stage play

3. been snowboarding

4. ridden on a train in Europe

5. had a pet snake

6. owned a car or truck

7. been in a submarine

8. ridden a horse

9. climbed a mountain

10. traveled to Canada

11. eaten dinner on a boat

12. performed music live on stage

13. ridden a motorcycle

14. slept in a cave

15. been scuba diving

16. made beer

17. eaten turtle meat

18. pet a dolphin

19. walked on the Great Wall of China

20. been inside a real castle